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Abstract

Information Extraction (IE) aims to extract from textual
documents only the fragments which correspond to data
fields required by the user. In this paper, we present new ex-
periments evaluating a hybrid machine learning approach
for IE that combines text classifiers and Hidden Markov
Models (HMM). In this approach, a text classifier technique
generates an initial output, which is refined by an HMM,
taking into account dependences in the order of the data
to be extracted. The proposal was evaluated to extract in-
formation from bibliographic references. Experiments per-
formed on a corpus of 6000 references have shown an im-
provement in performance compared to benchmarking IE
approaches adopted in previous work.

1 Introduction

The huge amount of textual documents available in digi-
tal repositories (such as, the World Wide Web) has increased
the difficulty to retrieve relevant data by using traditional
Information Retrieval (IR) methods [2]. When querying
Web search engines (e.g., Google), for instance, the user has
to browse the retrieved (relevant or not) documents one by
one, looking for the desired data. In this context,Informa-
tion Extraction(IE) systems arise as a means to facilitate
the information access, by extracting from the documents
only the parts that correctly fill in a set of pre-defined out-
put slots (data fields) [27]. The extracted data can be di-
rectly presented to the user or can be stored in appropriate
databases.

Among the approaches for IE, we highlight the use of
Machine Learning (ML) algorithms as text classifiers [15].
In this approach, the input document is initially divided into
fragments which will be later associated to the output slots

by a text classifier. The classification is performed based on
descriptive features of the fragment (e.g. its length, pres-
ence of terms, etc). Despite their advantages, these systems
classify each input fragment independently on the other
fragments. As such, they miss important information about
the document’s structure [3].

In order to minimize the above difficulty, a hybrid IE
approach was proposed by combining traditional ML text
classifiers and Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [21] in a
two-phase architecture. In this proposal, given an input doc-
ument, a ML text classifier generates an initial classification
of the document’s fragments. Following, the HMM receives
the whole sequence of outputs provided by the text classifier
in the first phase, and returns a refined classification by tak-
ing into account dependencies among the input fragments.

In [23], the authors provided the initial experiments
which evaluated the viability of the proposal. In the cur-
rent work, we present more discussion and new experiments
with the proposed approach, including the use of Support
Vector Machines in the first phase of classification and a
comparison to a benchmarking IE approach successfully
used in previous work [4].

The proposed approach was evaluated in a case study
which corresponds to the task of IE on bibliographic ref-
erences, aiming to extract information such as author, ti-
tle, year, etc. A bibliographic reference is seen as a semi-
structured text with a high variance in its structure [3]. The
prototype was evaluated through a number of experiments
with different configurations (e.g., with different text clas-
sifiers) and revealed a consistent gain in performance com-
pared to other IE approaches in a corpus of 6000 references.
We also observed that the proposed system revealed to be
less sensitive to a good choice of the set of features and the
algorithm used in the initial classification of the text frag-
ments.

Section 2 presents techniques to IE. Section 3 brings de-



tails of the proposed solution. Section 4 describes the case
study as well as the experiments and obtained results. Fi-
nally, section 5 presents some conclusions.

2 Information Extraction

Information Extraction (IE) is concerned with extracting
relevant data from a collection of documents [27]. An IE
system identifies document fragments that correctly fill in
slots in a given output form. The extracted data can be di-
rectly presented to the user or stored in a database to be
latter accessed in structured interfaces.

Machine Learning (ML) techniques have been largely
used for IE in order to automatically generate extraction
rules from tagged corpora. Among the ML systems for IE,
we cite those based on the learning of finite automata and
regular expressions [14, 18, 8]. Systems based on these
techniques represent rules using symbolic languages that
are easier to interpret. However, they require regular pat-
terns or clear text delimiters and hence are less adequate for
texts which show a higher degree of variation in structure
[26].

An alternative approach for IE is the use of conventional
ML algorithms1 as text classifiers [31, 6, 15, 24, 16]. Ini-
tially, the input text is divided into fragments which will
be later associated to the output slots. Next, an ML algo-
rithm classifies each fragment based on its descriptive fea-
tures (e.g., number of words, occurrence of numbers, etc).
Here, the class values correspond to the slots in the out-
put form. The major drawback with these systems is that
they perform a local and independent classification for each
fragment, thus overlooking relevant structural information
present in the document.

With the aim of minimizing the above-mentioned draw-
backs, a number of researchers have used sequential learn-
ing algorithms [7] to the IE task. In this context, we men-
tion theSliding Windowmethod, which has been success-
fully used, for instance, in [4]. This approach is similar to
a conventional text classifier, however the classification of
each fragment is not solely based on its own features, but
it also considers the features of adjacent fragments. Hence,
the classifier actually receives as input awindowdefined on
the sequence of fragments to be classified. Thewidthof the
input window defines the number of adjacent fragments that
must be considered by the classifier. For instance, consid-
ering an input window of width 3, a fragment classification
must be performed based on its own features plus the fea-
tures of its just precedent and following fragments.

Another sequential learning algorithm that has been suc-
cessfully applied to some IE tasks is the Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs) [15, 3, 25]. These models are able to take

1Conventional ML algorithms may be for instance the Naive Bayes
classifier and the kNN algorithm.

into account dependencies among the input fragments, thus
maximizing the probability of a globally optimal classifica-
tion for the whole input sequence. Here, each slot (class)
to be extracted is associated to a hidden state. Given a se-
quence of input fragments, the Viterbi algorithm [21] deter-
mines the most probable sequence of hidden states associ-
ated to the input sequence (i.e., which slot will be associated
to each fragment). Nevertheless, despite their advantages,
the HMMs can only deal with fragments which are single
tokens of the input text and typically consider one feature
of each token [4]. Hence, the HMMs are not straightfor-
wardly suitable for IE tasks in which many properties can
be assigned to the fragments. As said, this limitation com-
promises local classification optimality.

3 Combining HMMs and Text Classifiers

In this work, we propose the combination of Hidden
Markov Models and text classifiers for IE. In this proposal,
an initial extraction performed by a conventional text clas-
sifier is refined through the use of an HMM. As mentioned,
conventional text classifiers offer a locally optimal classi-
fication for each input fragment, however disregarding the
relationships among fragments. On the other hand, HMMs
offer a globally optimal classification for all input frag-
ments, but are not able to treat multiple features of frag-
ments. The proposed approach is more suitable for IE on
semi-structured texts showing some degree of regularity in
the sequence of the slots to be extracted, but which may
present some difficulties, such as incomplete fields and vari-
ations in the order of the fields.

Our approach is strongly related to the Stacked Gener-
alization technique [29], which consists of training a new
classifier using as input the output provided by other clas-
sifiers, in a kind of meta-learning [12]. However, our strat-
egy is not to combine the output of different classifiers, but
rather to use an HMM to refine the classification delivered
by a single classifier for all input fragments.

We can also mention as related work, other hybrid ML
approaches for IE presented in the literature. In [15], the
authors combined a probabilistic text classifier and HMMs
for IE. Different from [15], however, our proposal is not
restricted to the use of probabilistic text classifiers. In
[10, 19, 22], for instance, the outputs of different text clas-
sifiers for IE were combined by using voting schemas. In
[11], a boosting mechanism was applied to combine dif-
ferent IE systems. In [22], the authors developed a stacked
generalizer for IE, which is similar to our proposal, however
only non-sequential algorithms (such as conventional deci-
sion trees) were deployed in the second step of extraction.
In [8], the authors developed a hybrid ML approach for IE
in which a knowledge-based system and a grammar infer-
ence algorithm were combined in order to derive extraction



rules.
Figure 1 presents the proposed approach, illustrated in

the domain of bibliographic references. As it can be seen,
the IE process consists of the following main steps:

1. Phase 1 - Extraction using a conventional text classi-
fier. The initial extraction process is divided into:

(a) Fragmentation of the input text.The input text
must be divided into candidate fragments for fill-
ing in the output slots. This segmentation is com-
monly performed by a set of heuristics that may
consider text delimiters.

(b) Feature extraction. A vector of features is created
for describing each fragment and is used in the
classification of the fragment.

(c) Fragment classification. A classifier decides
which output slot will be filled in by each input
fragment. Here, we build conventional ML algo-
rithms by using a corpus of tagged fragments as
training set.

2. Phase 2 - Refinement of the results using an HMM. The
HMM refines the initial extraction, providing a glob-
ally optimal classification for the whole sequence of
input fragments.

An HMM is a probabilistic finite automata that consists
of: (1) a set of hidden statesS; (2) a transition probability
distribution in whichPr[s′/s] is the probability of making
a transition from the hidden states ∈ S to s′ ∈ S; (3) a
finite set of symbolsT emitted by the hidden states; and (4)
an emission probability distribution in whichPr[t/s] is the
probability of emitting the symbolt ∈ T in states ∈ S.
The Viterbi algorithm is used in the classification process,
delivering a sequence of hidden states with the highest prob-
ability of generating each input sequence of symbols. The
HMM may induces the probability distributionsPr[s′/s]
andPr[t/s] by the use of a training set that associates hid-
den states and emitted symbols.

Here, each hidden state represents an output slot, and the
emitted symbols represent the classes predicted by Phase 1.
Formally, letC = {c1, . . . , cK}, where eachck ∈ C repre-
sents a different slot in the output form. The set of hidden
states is defined here asS = {s1, . . . , sK} in such way
that there is a one-to-one mapping between hidden states
and class values. If the correct class of thej-th fragment is
ck ∈ C, then thej-th state of the HMM issk. Similarly,
the set of symbols is defined asT = {t1, . . . , tK}, in such
a way that, if the prediction of the Phase 1 for thej-th frag-
ment isck then thej-th emitted symbol istk.

T. Mitchell, Machine Learning, McGraw Hill, 1997.
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Figure 1. Proposed Approach

The transition probabilityPr[sk1
|sk2

] between the states
sk1

andsk2
actually represents the probability that the cor-

rect class of a fragment isck1
given that the correct class of

the previous fragment in the input text isck2
. The emission

probabilityPr[tk1
|sk2

], in turn, represents the probability
that the classifier of Phase 1 predicts the class valueck1

,
given that the correct class of the fragment isck2

.
Each training example consists of a list of pairs contain-

ing asymbol(i.e., the class predicted to a specific fragment
in Phase 1) and the associatedhidden state(i.e., the class to
which the fragment actually belongs). The transition prob-
ability Pr[s′/s] and the emission probabilityPr[t/s] are
estimated from a set of training sequences by using the fol-
lowing equations defined in [3]:

Pr[s′/s] =
Number of transitions from s′ to s

T otal number of transitions from s′
(1)

Pr[t/s] =
Number of emissions of t by state s

Total number of symbols emitted by state s
(2)

The HMM takes as input the whole sequence of class
values provided by Phase 1 and returns a refined classifica-
tion for the given fragments.



4 Case Study: IE on Bibliographic Refer-
ences

As case study, we chose the IE from bibliographic refer-
ences aiming at the automatic creation of citation databases.
It is possible to extract information from a reference, such
as author(s), title, date of publication, etc. Bibliographic
references are semi-structured texts with a high degree of
variation in their structure [3]. The information to be ex-
tracted follows an ordering that, although not rigid, may
help the extraction process. To take advantage of this struc-
tural ordering, the output delivered by Phase 1 is refined by
an HMM.

4.1 Phase 1 - Extraction using a conven-
tional text classifier

As seen above, Phase 1 is divided into three steps:

1. Fragmentation of the input text: This step was per-
formed by using heuristics based on punctuation marks
(e.g., “,”, “.”, “;”, etc...). Here, for each punctua-
tion mark found in the input text a new fragment is
started. The only exception occurs when a punctuation
is preceded by a single uppercase letter (since in our
case study it commonly corresponds to name abbrevi-
ations).

2. Feature extraction: three distinct feature sets were
used for describing the fragments: (1) Manual1 (20
features defined in [20]); (2) Manual2 (9 features de-
fined in [4]); and (3) Automatic (100 words directly
selected from the training corpus by Information Gain
[30]). The first two sets were defined through knowl-
edge engineering and contain features specific to the
domain of references such as the occurrence of spe-
cific terms (e.g., “journal”), publisher names, etc.

3. Fragment classification: we defined 14 different slots
for the domain of references: author, title, affiliation,
journal, vehicle, month, year, editor, place, publisher,
volume, number, pages, and others. We used here
four classifiers, implemented using the WEKA envi-
ronment [28]: the Naive Bayes [13], the PART (Rules)
algorithm [9], the k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) [1] and
the Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm [5].

4.2 Phase 2 - Refinement of the Results
Using an HMM

In this case study, the HMM structure was defined as fol-
lows: (1) it has one hidden state corresponding to each slot
in the output form; and (2) all hidden states were connected
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Figure 2. Example of HMM used in Phase 2

to each other. In figure 2, we have a simplified example of
HMM used in our case study with three hidden states.

In order to implement this step, we deployed the libraries
available in the BioJava project2, which provides classes to
define HMMs and to implement the Viterbi algorithm.

4.3 Experiments and Results

The prototype was evaluated using a corpus from a bibli-
ography on computational linguistics3 which contains 6000
references with tags that indicate the class of each text frag-
ment. The experiments evaluated the performance of our
system with HMM refinement compared to two different
approaches for IE: the conventional text classification ap-
proach (Phase 1 of our system), and the Sliding Window
approach. For that, the experiments were performed in three
rounds:

1. First, we ran Phase 1 in isolation with different classi-
fiers and feature sets (these test scenarios are described
below). The aim was to have a basis to evaluate the
quality of the refinement performed by the HMM.

2. Following, we ran the complete system (Phase 1 and
2) with the same test scenarios as above (i.e., varying
classifiers and feature sets).

3. Finally, we performed experiments using the Slid-
ing Window approach (see section 2). In this round,
we aimed to evaluate our complete system against a

2BioJava (www.biojava.org) is an open-source project dedicated to pro-
viding a Java framework for processing data originally in the biological
domain.

3Available in http://liinwww.ira.uka.de/bibliography/Ai/bateman.html



Table 1. Results obtained in the corpus of
6000 references. The best result for each
combination of feature set and classifier is
typed in boldface.

Feature Precision Precision Precision
Set Classifier without with Sliding

HMM HMM Window
PART 72.36% 76.79% 78.37%

Manual1 Bayes 66.40% 73.86% 67.30%
kNN 72.26% 77.01% 63.78%
SVM 67.96% 74.73% 73.42%
PART 77.59% 81.69% 84.21%

Manual2 Bayes 68.77% 75.86% 69.64%
kNN 77.05% 81.11% 57.24%
SVM 66.32% 73.27% 70.56%
PART 51.51% 69.65% 36.25%

Automatic Bayes 49.89% 67.45% 31.77%
kNN 52.23% 70.35% 36.14%
SVM 51.33% 68.81% 34.52%

benchmarking approach applied to IE in previous work
[4]. In the experiments, we used an input window of
width 3 (as adopted, for instance, in [4]).

The performance of the three evaluated approaches was
estimated for 12 different scenarios (i.e., different combi-
nations of feature setversusclassifier). As seen in Sec-
tion 4.1.1, we used four classifiers and three different fea-
ture sets. For each scenario, we applied a 10-fold cross-
validation procedure to evaluate system’s performance. The
evaluation measure used was precision, defined as the num-
ber of correctly extracted slots divided by the total num-
ber of slots in the references. In order to verify statistical
difference between the precision obtained by the evaluated
approaches, we performed a paired t-test (see [17]).

Table 1 shows the average precision obtained by the three
evaluated IE approaches for each combination of feature set
versus classifier. By comparing the precision obtained with
and without the HMM, we verify a gain in performance with
the use of HMM in all combinations. The gain varied from
4.05 to 18.14 percentile points. By applying the paired t-
test, we verified that the obtained gain was statistically sig-
nificant at a 95% level of confidence in all combinations of
feature sets and classifiers.

From Table 1, we can also observe that our system was
in most settings of experiments better than the Sliding Win-
dow. In fact, on 10 of the 12 different combinations of
feature set and classifier, the proposed system obtained a
performance gain compared to Sliding Window. The dif-
ference between our method and the Sliding Window has
shown to be statistically significant in all evaluated scenar-
ios at a level of 95% of confidence.

Table 2. Average precision obtained by using
different feature sets

Feature Average Average Average
Set Precision Precision Precision

without HMM with HMM Sliding Window
Manual1 69.74% 75.60% 70.72%
Manual2 72.43% 77.98% 70.41%

Automatic 51.24% 69.07% 34.67%

Table 3. Average precision obtained by using
different classifiers

Average Average Average
Classifier Precision Precision Precision

without HMM with HMM Sliding Window
PART 67.15% 76.04% 66.27%
Bayes 61.68% 72.38% 56.23%
KNN 67.18% 76.15% 52.39%
SVM 61.86% 72.27% 59.49%

The IE performance was strongly influenced by the fea-
ture set used in the text classification (see Table 2). The
best average results were obtained with the use of manual
sets, which require a high level of expertise to be defined.
The worst result was achieved by using the Automatic set,
which represents the less expressive set. However, the use
of HMMs improved the low performance of the Automatic
set, delivering final results closer to those obtained with the
other feature sets. The HMM is able to compensate the
use of a less expressive feature set, thus facilitating the cus-
tomization of the system to different IE domains.

Table 3 shows that the IE performance was also influ-
enced by the algorithm used as text classifier. However,
with the use of HMMs, the difference in performance be-
tween the best and the worst algorithms (3.88 percentile
points) was lower when compared to the results observed
by using the other IE approaches. The variability of the
system performance, regarding the classifier used in Phase
1, is lower when the HMM is used in the refinement phase.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we presented a hybrid machine learning
approach for IE which combines text classifiers and Hidden
Markov Models. In order to evaluate the viability of our
proposal, we implemented a prototype and performed ex-
periments in the task of IE on bibliographic references. The
experiments on a corpus of 6000 references have revealed a
significant improvement in performance when the HMM is
used to refine the outputs of the text classifiers.

The performed experiments also showed that the use of



an HMM compensated the low performance of less ade-
quate classifiers and feature sets. A high precision average
was obtained even with features defined without an expert’s
effort. The variability in performance, considering the al-
gorithm used as text classifier, was also lower compared to
the other evaluated IE approaches.

Despite the satisfactory results obtained in our proposal,
it still has some limitations which will be dealt with in fu-
ture work. Currently, all hidden states are connected to each
other, which is a naive strategy to define the HMM structure.
In future work, the HMM structure can be defined by using
optimization techniques (such as genetic algorithms). We
also intend to use more sophisticated techniques in the frag-
mentation of the input documents, and to evaluate the im-
pact of this step in the whole extraction process. Finally, we
intend to evaluate the proposed approach to other IE tasks.
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